Abstract-Mobile optical wireless has so far been limited to very short ranges for high data rate systems. It may be feasible to overcome the data rate limitations over large transmission range in optical wireless through camera receivers and light emitting transmitter arrays through a concept what we call "visual MIMO". In this concept multiple transmit elements of a light emitting array (LEA) are used as transmitters to communicate to the individual pixel elements of the camera which act as multiple receive elements to create the visual MIMO channel. Multiplexing information over parallel data channels albeit be very similar to RF MIMO in concept, the visual MIMO approach dramatically differs in its characterization. In visual MIMO since the received signal is essentially the image of the transmitting element, the perspective distortions in the visual channel dominate over some of the important properties of a RF wireless channel such as distance based attenuation and multipath fading. Some of the prominent perspective distortions include the reduction in the size of the image with distance and skew/rotation in the image due to angular view. Further lens blur (typically due to focus imperfection or jerks while capturing the image) can also significantly depreciate the image quality. In this paper we will detail how MIMO techniques such as multiplexing and diversity are characterized based on the effect of perspective distortions. Based our visual MIMO channel model we will derive the analytical channel capacity of the visual MIMO channel and using the same we illustrate the significance of parameters such as distance, viewing angle and blur in characterizing multiplexing and diversity in visual MIMO.
Abstract-Mobile optical wireless has so far been limited to very short ranges for high data rate systems. It may be feasible to overcome the data rate limitations over large transmission range in optical wireless through camera receivers and light emitting transmitter arrays through a concept what we call "visual MIMO". In this concept multiple transmit elements of a light emitting array (LEA) are used as transmitters to communicate to the individual pixel elements of the camera which act as multiple receive elements to create the visual MIMO channel. Multiplexing information over parallel data channels albeit be very similar to RF MIMO in concept, the visual MIMO approach dramatically differs in its characterization. In visual MIMO since the received signal is essentially the image of the transmitting element, the perspective distortions in the visual channel dominate over some of the important properties of a RF wireless channel such as distance based attenuation and multipath fading. Some of the prominent perspective distortions include the reduction in the size of the image with distance and skew/rotation in the image due to angular view. Further lens blur (typically due to focus imperfection or jerks while capturing the image) can also significantly depreciate the image quality. In this paper we will detail how MIMO techniques such as multiplexing and diversity are characterized based on the effect of perspective distortions. Based our visual MIMO channel model we will derive the analytical channel capacity of the visual MIMO channel and using the same we illustrate the significance of parameters such as distance, viewing angle and blur in characterizing multiplexing and diversity in visual MIMO.
I. INTRODUCTION
High data rate mobile optical wireless communications, has so far been limited to very short transmission ranges of less than 10m [3] . To achieve transmission ranges greater than a few tens of meters in optical wireless requires highly directional light beams with very narrow angle-of-view [2] . Optical wireless channels are characterized by large path loss and high background noise typically from sunlight or other ambient light sources in vicinity [16] . Further the low transmit power levels in optical channels (due to output power regulations in optical sources such as LEDs and LASERs) limit the signal-to-noise ratios in these channels and thus the transmission range.
In our recent work in [6] , we have argued that it is now becoming feasible to achieve high data rates over large transmission ranges in mobile optical wireless communications using camera receivers through a concept what we call "visual MIMO". In this concept, optical transmissions by an array of light emitting devices are received by an array of photodetector (pixels) elements of a camera. The pixels in a camera can essentially be viewed as an array of highly directional receive elements. Such a structure allows allows reducing interference and noise from other light sources in the channel. Such a system offers a degree of freedom in selecting and combining a subset of the receiver elements that receive a strong signal from the transmitter and thus achieve large SNRs. This may be very similar to the antenna selection in RF-MIMO but will incur lesser overhead and non-complex processing at the camera receiver as the processing can be done in software using image processing and computer vision algorithms [6] . However, the tradeoffs in the visual MIMO system, are a limited receiver sampling frequency and strong line-of-sight (LOS) requirements. We already showed in [6] that using visual MIMO it is possible to achieve considerable data rates over large transmission ranges with just a single transmitting element. Using MIMO techniques such as "multiplexing" to send independent streams of bits using the multiple elements of the light transmitter array and recording over a group of camera pixels can further enhance the data rates. On the other hand the system could send the same information on all the transmit elements of the array and use diversity combining at the camera to achieve large transmission ranges due to the SNR gain. Though the multiplexing and diversity techniques are similar in concept to those in RF MIMO systems [11] the visual MIMO channel with very different characteristics attributes certain unique behavior to the MIMO gains in these systems.
In visual MIMO the perspective distortions in the visual channel dominate over some of the important properties of a RF wireless channel such as distance based attenuation and multipath fading. Though perspective distortions in visual channels are primarily distance dependent visual MIMO channels induce perspective distortions in the image even if the transmitter and receiver are aligned at an angle with respect to each other. Two images which are clearly separated in the image plane may look overlapped when viewed from an angle. Such distortions can depreciate the signal quality and the detection capability leading to errors and thus reduction in the data rates. Further lens blur (typically due to focus imperfection or jerks while capturing the image) also can significantly depreciate the image quality and thus reduce the information capacity.
In this paper we will detail how MIMO techniques such as multiplexing and diversity are characterized based on the effect of perspective distortions in the visual MIMO channel. Based our channel model we will derive the analytical channel capacity of the visual MIMO channel and using the same we illustrate the significance of parameters such as distance, viewing angle and blur in characterizing multiplexing and diversity in visual MIMO. This paper is structured as follows; in section III we detail the visual MIMO channel model followed by the perspective dependent MIMO characterizations in section IV-C. In section V we plot the analytical channel capacity in visual MIMO and follow up with key inferences about the multiplexing and diversity characterization in visual MIMO based on the capacity plots.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior work in optical wireless using visible light that use photodiode receivers or imaging receivers are either limited to short ranges or require complex processing at the receiver [17] , [21] , [22] . Though photo diodes can convert pulses at very high rates, they suffer from large interference and background light noise. This results in very low SNRs and thus short communication ranges. We showed analytically in [6] , based on the visual MIMO concept, that a camera receiver outperforms photodiode receivers in terms of its channel capacity at medium to long ranges. Recently, a few sporadic projects have begun to investigate cameras as receivers, particularly for inter-vehicle communications [21] and traffic light to vehicle communications [8] . Their analytical results show that communication distances of about 100 m with a BER ≤ 10 −6 are possible. Other work has investigated channel modeling [18] and multiplexing [7] . While earlier work has also used cameras to assist in steering of FSO transceivers [25] , the visual MIMO approach differs by directly using cameras as receiver to design an adaptive visual MIMO system that uses multiplexing at short distances but still can achieve ranges of hundreds of meters in a diversity mode.
Only a few projects till now have investigated MIMO techniques for optical wireless. For shorter range systems [15] , [26] show a MIMO approach for indoor optical wireless communication, [13] studied the capacity of a optical MIMO system and [19] details some work on space-time codes for optical MIMO. Earlier work by Kahn [23] investigates the use of multibeam transmitters and imaging receivers in Infra-Red systems very similar to MIMO in concept. Very recently the PixNet project [20] presents an implementation of an LCD -camera communication system that can deliver high data rates of the order of Mbps over distances of about 16m and wide view angles. PixNet uses OFDM to transmit between the LCD-camera pair similar to the pixelated -MIMO system proposed by Hranilovic and Kschischang [13] . In this paper we will emphasize that regardless of any type of modulation and transmission scheme, visual MIMO can still achieve significantly high data rates by exploiting some of the unique characteristics of the visual channel.
III. VISUAL MIMO MODEL
In the visual MIMO communications system, the optical transmit element generates a light beam (optical signal) whose output power is proportional to the electrical input power of the modulating signal, limited by the emitter's peak transmission power [14] , [18] , [22] . While RF channels are typically characterized by their impulse response that reflects the multipath environment, this aspect differs significantly for optical channels. Since the rate of change of the channel impulse response is very slow compared to the frequency of the optical signal, it is usually sufficient to use a static parameter (channel DC gain) [16] to represent the channel. For the same reason inter-symbol interference and multipath fading can be neglected in optical wireless channels. Similarly Doppler shift is negligible compared to the frequency as well. Fig. 1 where an optical transmitter consisting of an array of K transmitting elements communicates to a camera receiver with an array of I × J pixels. The channel model for the visual MIMO system is given as,
where Y ∈ R I×J is the image current matrix with each element representing the received current y(i, j) in each pixel with image coordinates (i, j), x k ∈ R represents the transmitted optical power from k th element of the LEA and H k ∈ R I×J is the channel matrix of the k th transmit element of the LEA, with elements h k (i, j) representing the channel between the k th transmit element and pixel (i, j), and N is the noise matrix. Noise in optical wireless is dominated by shot noise from background light sources and typically modeled as AWGN [16] , [18] . Each element n(i, j) of the noise matrix N representing the noise current at each pixel is given as,
where q is the electron charge, R is the responsitivity of the receiver characterized as the optical power to current conversion factor, P n is the background shot noise power per unit area, s is the square pixel side length and W is the sampling rate of the receiver (equates to the frame rate of the camera).
The optical signal from the k th transmit element (k = 1, 2, 3 . . . K) emitting a light beam of power P in,k will be transmitted into the channel. At the receiver, depending on the focusing of the camera and the distance between the transmitting element and the camera, the transmitting element's image may strike a pixel or a group of pixels of the detector array. The signal current in each pixel will depend on the concentration of the received signal component on that pixel which can be quantified as the ratio of the pixel area relative to the area spanned by the transmitting element's image on the detector. If c k (i, j) represents the concentration ratio of the k th transmit element of an LEA on pixel (i, j), the channel DC gain h k (i, j) from each transmit element k to the pixel (i, j) is given as
Typically, since the pixel size is very small (order of microns), the difference in distance d k,i,j and the viewing angle φ k,i,j between each element of the transmitter array and every pixel is negligible. Therefore we refer to the distance d k,i,j = d and the viewing angle φ k,i,j = φ as the perpendicular distance and the angle between the transmitter array and image detector planes respectively. Hence the channel between each transmit element k and each pixel (i, j), characterized by h k (i, j), is primarily dependent on the concentration ratio c k (i, j) which can expressed as,
0 otherwise (5) where, s, f , l k are the pixel edge length, camera focal length and diameter of k th transmit element (considering a circular transmitting element) respectively. The amount of concentration of the signal per pixel is also dependent on the amount of blur in the image due to the lens. Typically, lens blur is modeled as a Gaussian function [12] and the amount of blur in the image is quantified by its standard deviation (σ blur ). The lens essentially acts like a filter with the blur function as its impulse response. Thus the image of the transmit element can be viewed as a result of the projected image convolving with the blur function over the detector area.
I(.) is an indicator function indicating whether a pixel (i, j) receives a signal from the transmit element k or not, and is referenced in terms of the distance from pixel at the center of the transmit element's image (i with respect to the camera reference we can determine the image center coordinates of those transmit element through optical ray-tracing techniques in conjunction with some basic computer vision theory [9] .
IV. PERSPECTIVE DEPENDENT MIMO GAINS
While the channel model in (1) resembles that of the familiar RF MIMO channel model, in fact it is significantly different from that. In RF MIMO systems, the channel matrix is typically a rich scattering matrix (usually full rank) whose entries are modeled well as independent and identically distributed random variables [10] . Further, this property allows the RF MIMO system to exploit either diversity and or multiplexing gains in data transmission which primarily depend on the multipath fading in the RF channel. The fact that the communication system here uses light as the communication medium, requires line of sight at the receiver, and the nature of the concentration function of the camera, renders some unique multiplexing and diversity characterizations different from RF MIMO.
A. Resolvability of images
The notion of 'parallel'channels to obtain the multiplexing data rate gains can be achieved only if the circumference of two transmit elements as seen on the image plane are separated by atleast a threshold (η) number of pixels in both dimensions (horizontal and vertical). As we see in Fig. 2 even if the circumference of the two transmit element images are separated by one pixel they may not be resolvable because of the blur in the image. Hence we set a threshold distance of separation between the image circumferences, γ = 2 √ 2ln2σ blur , equal to the full-width-half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian lens-blur function typically used as a parameter for image resolution in analyzing fine detailed astronomical and medical images [4] , [5] . The distance of separation between the images of the transmit elements can be determined by perspective projection analysis (as described in [6] ) considering circular transmitting elements. Given a fixed-focal length f of the camera, pixel side length s and a spatial distance α between the circumference of two adjacent LEDs, the circumference of two transmit element images will be separated by α im = f α ds pixels in each dimension. Therefore the separation between the circumference of two transmit element images will be equal to the threshold (γ/s) at a distance d * = f α γ between the LEA and camera. This implies that, multiplexing in visual MIMO is possible only when d ≤ d * and when d > d * each transmit element has to transmit the same information whereby diversity combining at the receiver can ensure an SNR gain and hence an equivalent capacity gain. 
B. Dependence on viewing angle
We can observe in equation (3) that the channel quality depreciates with the viewing angle φ (angle between the camera image plane and LEA surface plane). Two images which are clearly separated in the image plane may look overlapped when viewed from an angle. Such distortions can significantly depreciate the signal quality and the detection capability leading to errors and thus reduction in the data rates. Moreover such an angular view also reduces the achievable multiplexing transmission range. This is because when the camera image detector plane is at an angle φ to the transmitter array the effective spatial separation between two neighboring transmit elements becomes αcos(φ) (≤ α) (as shown in Fig. 3) . From the earlier discussion on the resolvability of images, it implies that the distance upto which multiplexing can be achieved in visual MIMO then reduces to 
C. Distance dependent MIMO gains
In the visual MIMO channel, for a static transmitter and receiver, the image of the LEA transmit elements captured by the camera spans one pixel or multiple pixels. Further, the image plane is spanned by images of each transmit element clearly delineated and the size of image span depending on the focus (concentration ratio) of the camera. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , at short distances between the transmitter and receiver, each transmitting element of the LEA looks clearly focused on a unique set of pixels and the images of these elements can be detected from the complete image. In contrast, at a large distance between the transmitter and receiver, the image of each transmit element looks clearly unfocused and thus the signal from all the transmitting elements of the LEA is directed to typically one or few pixels. This suggests that at short distances, the system can offer large "multiplexing" gains by using the transmitting elements to signal independent bitstreams or equivalently realizing "parallel" channels. On the other hand, at large distances, there can only be a "diversity" gain where by the same bits are signaled on each of the transmit elements. These distance dependent gains in visual MIMO is in contrast to the RF MIMO channel, where the rich scattering channel matrix typically allows a continuous trade-off between diversity and multiplexing gains [24] , [27] . To quantify the perspective dependent multiplexing and diversity gains in visual MIMO we use the channel capacity of the visual MIMO channel as a metric which is given as,
where W is the receiver sampling rate (camera frame-rate), d
* is the threshold multiplexing distance from equation (6) . SN R cam,k is the signal-to-noise ratio of the k th LED at the camera receiver [6] which is expressed in terms of the transmit power x k , the channel DC gain h k (i, j) from equation (3) and AWGN noise n k (i, j) from equation (2) . I(.) is the indicator function, from equation (5) .
We plot the channel capacity from equation (7), for an exemplary visual MIMO system, where the transmit elements of the LEA are light emitting diodes (LEDs) and the receiver is a machine vision camera (Basler Pilot piA640), over a range of distances d (Fig. 5) and over different viewing angles φ (Fig. 6) . The underlying parameters used in our analysis are summarized in Table I .
Inferences: From the analytical capacity plots we draw few notable inferences that relate to the multiplexing and diversity characterizations in visual MIMO.
• The visual MIMO system with no blur can achieve capacities of the order of Mbps even at long distances of about 90m. Blurring certainly reduces multiplexing range but still medium ranges of 30-40m are achievable at high data rates. The data rate gains at these distances are attributed to multiplexing where each LED sends an independent stream of bits over parallel channels. The transitions in the plot (for the multi LED cases) indicate the switch from multiplexing to diversity mode. The capacity gains due to diversity at the long distances, though may not be significant comparable to the multiplexing gains at shorter distances, are still close to an order of magnitude gain compared to the single LED system. • A visual MIMO system will have to switch between the multiplexing and diversity modes in discrete intervals based on distance and angle unlike RF MIMO where the gains in these modes could be achieved simultaneously but follow a continuous trade-off in performance. Moreover, a visual MIMO system will have to switch autonomously between these modes depending on the orientation of the receiver with respect to the transmitter in order to leverage the gains. This suggests that the throughput of visual MIMO links can be significantly improved through rate adaptation techniques, which adapt the transmission scheme to the receiver perspective.
• In RF MIMO, in order to select the mode of operation (multiplexing and/or diversity) the channel state information (CSI) has to be known or estimated which either incurs a data overhead and/or complex receiver processing. But in visual MIMO, since the optical channel is deterministic in nature the overhead in selecting either of the modes of operations will be very less because the need to send preamble bits to determine the channel information (distance,angle etc.) may be obviated by the use of efficient computer vision techniques [6] . Since fading is negligible the complexity in estimating the CSI to exploit MIMO techniques is lesser than in RF but still leads to interesting challenges in computer vision and image processing.
• The visual MIMO channel capacity is consistent over a wide range of viewing angles (small or large depends on distance). We see that the system can achieve large multiplexing gains at short distances and at almost all viewing angles which implies that the system would be robust to any misalignment between the transmitter and receiver. Its cleat that at large distances (of the order of 75m), due to the effect of lens blur, the LEDs may not be resolved easily even at φ = 0 and hence at such distances where multiplexing will fail but using diversity over all angles can still offer an order of gain in data rates. Such consistency in data rates over angular misalignment is important especially in mobile settings as the choice of multiplexing and/or diversity depends largely on the orientation of the mobile devices at each instance of time. This is in strong contrast to the RF systems (even MIMO) where the the signal can drop significantly with mobility especially when there is a deep fade in the channel or at high mobile velocities. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We showed that visual MIMO can enable high data rate mobile optical wireless communication over long transmission ranges. This concept advocates that regardless of any type of modulation and transmission scheme, the system can achieve high data rates simply by exploiting some of the unique characteristics of the visual channel. The visual MIMO approach, different from that of its RF counterpart, allows adaptive design where multiplexing gains can be obtained at short distances while ranges of hundreds of meters can be achieved in a diversity mode. Our analytical results reporteven in the presence of signal distortion due to lens blurchannel capacities of the order of Mbps at short distances and of the order of hundreds of Kbps at medium to longer ranges for an exemplary visual MIMO system with 100 LEDs in an array. We also showed similar channel capacities for the same system over wide camera view angles. These results validate the premise that the MIMO gains in an optical MIMO system such as visual MIMO is primarily dependent on receiver perspective with respect to the transmitter in contrast to the multipath fading dependent gains in RF MIMO. We inferred that a visual MIMO system will have to switch between its multiplexing and diversity mode unlike RF MIMO where they can be achieved simultaneously but follow a tradeoff in performance. The consistency in data rates over a wide range of camera viewing angles is a positive indication that visual MIMO can enable mobility in optical wireless communication.
